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Dr. Pappas especially loved hiking and fishing
in the Grand Tetons and Glacier National Park.













Current atmosphere:
78% N2
 21% O2
 0.9% Ar

      0.04% CO2
PIN2:  590 mmHg
PIO2:  160 mmHg
PIAr:       7 mmHg
PICO2:    0.3 mmHg



Oxygen is not only required for oxidative 
phosphorylation but also serves as the essential 

substrate for the formation of reactive oxygen species.   

Engulfment of aerobic proteobacteria by primordial 
anaerobic eukaryotes may have provided  

protection against the toxicity of increasing oxygen 
in the primordial atmosphere..   
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•  The partial pressure of oxygen in 
air at sea level is ~150 mmHg but 
in the mitochondria of exercising 

skeletal muscle the partial 
pressure of oxygen can be       

~100-fold lower without significant 
engagement of anaerobic energy 

metabolism.  

  





Reactive oxygen species 
(ROS)  

are highly reactive 
chemicals formed from 
diatomic oxygen (O2). 

       

Examples of ROS: 
peroxides, superoxide, 
hydroxyl radical, singlet 

oxygen, and alpha-oxygen.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen


What will be covered:
 

1)  How elemental Iron (Fe) and Oxygen (O) got their start

2)   How molecular O2 in oceans and atmosphere rose
       long after life began  …  how Fe2+ delayed that rise

3)   Why Iron (Fe) is central to cellular metabolism

4)   Why aerobic (O2) cellular respiration became dominant
           in a previously anaerobic world
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near far

What you see depends on your perspective.

Tidal Locking  -  You’ve only ever seen half of the Moon in the sky.  Earth’s 
Moon rotates, but it takes precisely as long for the Moon to spin 
on its axis as it does to complete its monthly orbit around Earth. 
As a result, the Moon never turns its back to us.  In fact, all the 
solar system’s large moons are tidally locked with their planets.



front back





imagessays.com  ->  ****seeing****

http://imagessays.com






Location of relevant webpages 
on imagessays.com:
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GASP

Birmingham -  1966

Birmingham -  1956



Oxygen  and  Iron
are elements

formed by nuclear fusion
in the core of stars





Nuclear fusion  of Hydrogen atoms in the core of stars results in formation 
of a number of elements, including Oxygen and Iron.





Iron Deficiency
 

    Iron deficiency was an absolute state in the early universe.   Large, first-
generation stars consume hydrogen and produce helium in their 10 million 
degree plasma fusion furnace cores.  Helium nuclei accumulate, concentrate, 
fuse, and raise core temperature to 100 million degrees.  Further fusion forms 
beryllium and then carbon.   Helium-carbon collisions produce oxygen, then 
neon, magnesium, and silicon. 

    At this point, though, a crisis develops.   Although the concentric shells of 
oxygen, carbon, helium, and hydrogen continue to produce enormous quantities 
of fusion-derived energy, the accumulating silicon core approaches a 
thermodynamic dead end.   At 4 billion degrees, silicon fusion forges a new 
element, iron, into existence.  The nuclear stability of the rapidly forming iron 
atoms is greater than that of any other, even more massive, as yet unformed 
elements that might result from further fusion. 

    Therefore, iron in the stellar core cannot serve as fuel for exothermic nuclear 
fusion and provide the immense energy output necessary to heat the core and 
counterbalance the persistent struggle toward gravitational collapse.



Supernova
  As the iron core cools and compresses, the temperature increases.  However, iron nuclei are so 
stable that no further fusion can occur.  Instead, iron nuclei succumb to high-energy gamma 
radiation and photodissociate into helium, triggering a catastrophic collapse under the 
gravitational pressures of the outer layers.  Incredible densities are generated, causing electrons 
to penetrate protons, forming neutrons and neutrinos. The rebounding shock wave of this 
collapse accelerates neutrons and neutrinos outward, while the bulk of the core becomes sealed 
off forever as a new black hole is formed.

    The outer layers of the star explode outward at speeds approaching 0.1 c, forming a 
supernova.  Neutrons riding the shock wave overtake the exploding layers of silicon, 
oxygen, carbon, and lighter elemental nuclei.  Collision with these elements results in neutron 
capture and the progressive formation of all the heavier elements.  



       

    Iron  and  Oxygen are the most abundant elements on earth:  35% and 30%, respectively.   

    Most of the iron is concentrated in the planet’s core, while the crust contains 6% by mass.



cytochrome c oxidase in membrane



Regarding the composition of the atmosphere:

1)  Earth’s atmosphere is not the same 
          in every location on the planet.

 
( 3rd dimension:  altitude )

2)  Earth’s atmosphere has not been the same
            throughout the history of the planet.

( 4th dimension:  time )









Mt. Cammerer
4,928 ft.







However:





PIO2:  94 mmHg  



…  near Mt. Whitney summit



Atmospheric  pressure:   440 mmHg

PIO2:   93 mmHg

August 2018 Mt. Whitney trek
Mt. Whitney summit:  14,505 ft.



See:   imagessays.com/#/apiopolis

Apiopolis apiary in Aldridge Gardens



New Zealand beekeeper
Edmund Hillary



Everest summit:   29,035 ft.
Atmospheric pressure: 253 mm Hg 
                             PIO2:  47 mmHg





May 29, 1953
Mt. Everest 
summited

June 2, 1953
Queen Elizabeth II 

crowned

June 6, 1953
Sir Edmund Hillary

knighted



… also in 1953:



… two years later:



Earth in the Cretaceous
Mount Everest

tectonic plate movement









Red Mountain Cut:  opened 1970



    Digging and grading took 7 years, from 1962 to 1969, 
and the cut was opened to traffic in 1970. The removal 
of 2 million cubic yards of the ridge of Red 
Mountain exposed over 190 million years of geologic 
strata dating to over 500 million years ago. 
 
     The Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian and 
Mississippian geologic periods are visible in the cut. 
Special features include caves, volcanic ash layers, the 
Red Mountain fault line, prehistoric reefs and beaches, 
fossils, and fossil tracks.
 
      Significantly, the cut reveals the cross-section of 
the red ore seam that spurred Birmingham's 
development and a layer containing fossils of a unique 
Silurian trilobite species.



Mark Steltenpohl is an emeritus professor at Auburn University 
with more than 40 years of experience as a field geologist.  
Laura Steltenpohl taught science for 20 years at Auburn High 
School, mostly Chemistry, Physics, and Earth Science. 
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The angular structure of the H2O molecule
results in its electrical polarity,

which is necessary for the function of membranes,
which are the essential boundaries of living cells.

 







Omnis cellula e cellula

The bipolar lipid membrane always forms the boundary of every cell, separating
the aqueous internal living system from the aqueous external nonliving environment.



Every cell is contained by a 
bilayer lipid membrane, 

which separates the 
aqueous living system 

inside from the aqueous 
environment outside.   



c. 2013



PNAS  -  2009







 Cyanobacteria are photosynthetic organisms responsible for ~25% of the organic carbon fixation on earth. 

       A key step in carbon fixation is catalyzed by ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/ oxygenase

       RuBisCO  -  the most abundant enzyme on the planet



























































stromatolite fossil
 along S. Kaibab Trail

- Grand Canyon -

















White Cliffs of Epes (!)

Tuscaloosa

Epes























































•  The partial pressure of oxygen in 
air at sea level is ~150 mmHg but 
in the mitochondria of exercising 

skeletal muscle the partial 
pressure of oxygen can be       

~100-fold lower without significant 
engagement of anaerobic energy 

metabolism.  

  




































